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Topics in the Theory of Lemniscates

Introduction
A lemniscate is an algebraic curve which has an equation of
the form

where

|p(£)J = Consfawf >°

Pd) is a polynomial in s*

roots of P(i)

*

If

>

z,9 zr9 .... z„» are the

, the equation may be written
/

The points z, ,

~2->) -•

'-JL.

zlt .... z„, are called the poles of the lesnig-

€.&te» and the degree of P^ is said to be the degree of the
lemniscate.

The lemniscate, then, is the locus of points, the

product of whose distances from n fixed points is constant.
The lemniscate consists of a finite number of analytic arcs
which join up to form a finite number of closed curves exterior
to one another.

For very small values ofJjL , the locus consists

of a single small oval shaped curve about each of the poles
and of no other parts.
the derivative of
at the point.
a root of

If the locus passes through a root of
, two or more of the curves join together

At a root of

P'(l) of order k,

not coincident with

P(d) , there are (k+1) closed parts of the curve join¬

ing together.
root of

Pd)

zi,

P'd) .

This occurs wheny&C is the modulus of

Pd) at the

At the root, the (k+1) closed parts of the curve

meet in such a manner that the 2(k+1) directions at the point
have equally spaced tangents.

Each of the closed curves touch¬

ing the point has a sharp point there with angle 7T/^.+/ .
large values of/i

For

, the locus consists of a single closed analy¬

tic curve containing all the points

zc interior to it.

All of

these facts follow from the general theory of analytic functions,

and are not confined to polynomials. An example of a lemnisc&te
is the one given by the equation

in polar coordinates is

j(2'0(Z + 0 j v*-

7- 3-9

m

xt passes through the

origin, which is the root of the derivative of P(Z) , and at that
point, the two closed portions of the curve join together.

It is

illustrated in' Fig. 1. The simplest lemniseate is the one with
one pole.

|2'2// -yU-

It has the equation

with center z, and radius/l

, and is the circle

•

Part I
1.1 The problem of obtaining a lersniscat© of as low degree
as possible through a given set of points is the first of the
topics considered in this paper.
Let (n+1) points, z,, z,, ... zft, be given. There always
exist infinitely many lemniscates of degree n or less through
these points.

These my be obtained as follows*

Select (n+1) complex numbers of modulus 1$ we, w,, .... wh.
They are represented by points on the unit circle in the complex
plane, and are not all to be equal. There exists a polynomial,

P(l) , of degree no greater than n such that
P(U) -

Vvi

j

A. - o, /, %,.... Yt.

This polynomial i3 unique.

It may be obtained by Lagrange's

n-

interpolation formula,

(D WZ.

P(V=
j^fz) -

where

(Z-Z°) (Z-Zn)

•

Another formula for this

polynomial, which is more convenient for the purpose in hand, is

P(Z) = Co -f-C. (2~lo) + Cx(i-loVl-Z>)* C»(?-2.)Wo

Co ^ Wo .

Ci = Ho- Zi
Wo

. .

,

+

._W'—• .

f, -

WY

C;,

I puf-1

The lenmiseat©
Sof &if **♦

passes through each of the points

for
lP(lj)

£

|Wx| *| •

If all the wi are chosen equal,

p(l) is a polynomial of degree

no greater tiffin n which takes on the same value (n+1) times, and
reduces to the constant

Go*

In this case,

j Plftjz

I is not a

lemniscate.
Because of the great variety of ways in which w0, w, , .. w„,
can be chosen, there is a corresponding variety of lemniacates of
degree n through the points.

Wo - l

It is readily seen that a choice of

always, involves no loss of generality, because the choice

w0, w, , ... w„, gives the same lemniscate as the choice 1,

•

If it is desired to find a lemniscate of degree lower than n
through the (n+1) points, the quantities w„, w,, ... wn, must be
chosen so as to make the coefficient of the term in z" in
vanish;

that is, so es to make C * zero.

\Zsi

P(£)

Let

^i) ••• {'ZA.~'Z~')-

Then

C„

=

WoV£ + W.V + - ••

-V Wv»\/w

This is to be made zero if possible by a proper selection of

4

1.3

Theorems

Through (n+I) points* a lemniscate of decree

not greater than (n-l) can in general be obtained*

For n>3, an

infinitude of such lemniseates is obtainable*
The extent of the generality will he discussed.

If the (n+1)

points are such that through them no such lemniscate is obtain¬
able* they will be said to form an exceptional configuration.
The problem is that of selecting w„* w,* ... w„* so as to
make C* vanish*

By choosing w0=w,= ... » wn= i„ Gy, is made to

vanish* but in this case* thB polynomial reduces to a constant*
and a solution to the problem is not obtained*

The numbers*

Vo* V, * ... Vn, are complex and are representable by vectors in
the complex piano.

Sines

V* + ¥, * ... * V„ m G*
these vectors fit together to form a closed (n+1) sided figure $
Multiplying Vx by v?JL is equivalent to reorientating the vector
without changing its length.

The problem* then* of making C n.

vanish is equivalent to that of reorientating the vectors*
V0* V, * ... ¥„■* so as still to form a closed figure with them.

reorientation* for each of the vectors VX will be rotated the
same amount * and all uX will he the same.

Ho generality is

lost by supposing V„ to be held fixed and the other vectors to
be reorientated.

This is the same as choosing w. ** 1.

Wn

\4

Fig. 2.

.

It Is tolerably evident that the reorientation of the figure
ef is possible except in a very special case, This case arises
when Vo , V, , ... Vn are parallel vectors and one of them has a
modulus equal to the sum of the moduli of the others. The figure
degenerates into a straight line and is quite rigid, making no
reorientation possible. This condition arises when the points are
in an exceptional configuration, In general, the figure will not
be rigid, and infinitely many reorientations are possible.

There

will be an (n~2) parameter family of methods of reorientation, and
consequently an (n~2) parameter family of lemniseates of degree < h
through the points. This is evident from an examination of the
degrees of freedom of the figure ^ •
1,21 to examination of the simplest possible case of this
sort, that of passing a lemniscate of degree one (a circle) through
three points, will be profitable hers, because it offers an example
of the above theorem, and because some of the later discussion will
not apply to this case, which should be taken care of.
If three points, s«, z,, zz9 are given, a lemniscate of degree
two through them is \P&-)\ - / , where P^~ + £>(1-1.) f-Ci(l-l.<>)(2-2-).
Co*3

Vv

'°

Wo

C'“ 2.0-1,
G m

i

**■

^ \A/|
~L>-'i.o

Wo
(Z°-z.)(i°-Zi)

+
W>
Cl,.ZoX^.-Z-*)

WT-

.

YYo Yo + vv- Yt f VVJ-VJ.-

To obtain a circle through the three points, w* , w,, Wj., must be
selected so as to make C xsero. The figure
is in general a triangle*

to be reorientated

Since the triangle is a rigid figure,

the only possible way of reorientating it other than by a bodily
rotation is to reflect it in a line.

If w0 = 1 is desired, it

must “be reflected in the line of the Vector VQ •

The values,

w„ , w, , wl# obtained give the unique circle through the three
points.

The foimtla for it will be developed in section 1*6 of

this paper*
through

The special case in which a circle cannot be passed

the three points is the case in which the figure

consists of a line, and this is readily interpreted as inlying
that the points, z0, a,,

z%, are collinear.

We have then the

following theorem.
Theorecu

The exceptional configuration for three points consists

of three collinear points*
Returning iQ

1*3
that

a

c se

^

of the points, s,,

variable*

of (h+1) points, lit us suppose

zz9 *.* a„, are fixed, aM that a*. is
Zo so that

The possibility of locating

E„,

form an exceptional configuration will be considered.

s, * ... z„
This

discussion will not apply to the case cf three points, which las
already been considered.
If

zot z, , ... a .form an exceptional, configuration, the

numbers VP, V, , ..,Vn, have arguments which differ at most by
integral multiples of

V .

If a, , sl,...s„ are collinear, it is

obvious that there is no position for a. such that the (n+1) points
form an exceptional configuration*
other points, the vectors

If a. is on the line of the

%t V. ,..Vi, are parallel but alternate
If a

o is not on the line,

then obviously V. and Va are not parallel.

The assumption will

in sense as they appear on the line.

be made hereafter that a, , az,*.aKare not collinear*
If V0, V, , .. Vn have arguments which differ by integral
multiples

of TT

9

the same is true of their reciprocals.

Uxj be the argument of

{zx~ Zj), Then

Let

7

Arg.

l/VQ

= uol + uoz + ... + u

Arg. 2/v, ** ul0 * u(1 + ... + u
Arg* 3/Vn » un0+ uni+ ... + u
For a special configurations

A is some angle and k,, k^,...kr> are positive or negative integers*
There are £n+l) equations in the unknown quantities* uol9 uwJj *. .u ^
and A.

let

u

a +

Uv ♦

*•••*

*

E

» '

U*n » Ei. .

The quantities* E, * Eu... E„s are known because 2, * zl5.» s« are
knows.

Consider the equations

ti«» + u<*.+ u0^...i+ u„„ = A •

Uoh>(un* +. U„£

+ Unn 'h A + k

TT

These will suffice for the determination of the unknown quantities
as well as the proceeding ones* for the solutions obtained from the
two sets of equations differ by integral multiples of TT * and this
is of no consequence.

The direction only of

(z0~

a.) is obtainable

from tlis device, and not the sense.
A solution of the equations by Cramer*s rule gives

A * Ei + Ex*fr»««* JE_w.
n-1

^ kTf _ ^
n-1

It appears that for each value of k, there is a solution for A.

8

Too solutions for Ay however, which differ by

1 T are equivalent,

for the corresponding solutions for

u

differ also

by TT.

This means that the point s0 lies on the same rays through the
points 2,,

2n, in the two cases*

Consequently, since these

points ere not collinsar, the two solutions of the equations cannot
give different positions for Ep*
with

XX01

«
V

k

» 0,1,2,*.n-g*

II-

tl

02.y

There are (n-1) solutions for A,

There are corresponding (a-1) solutions for

•

*Y>

Theorem?

Given n points, a,,

positions for a point

z0

z,

there exist at most (n~l)

such that through g0,

aiaeate of degree (n~l) cannot be passed.

z ,s^a

lera-

The proof has just been

given*
1.4

It Ms just been shown that there are at most (n-I)

possible positions for

zo

such that

ceptional configuration, if

z,,

zv,

z,

z,n

zx,...

. sn form an ex¬
are preassigned.

It is

quite likely in general that there exist no positions for the
point z„*

The solution of the set of equations for

detenaiiies rays from each of the points
point sQ must lie*

z,

, zit*.

uor,

on which the

It is possible that these rays do not intersect

at all, and hence determine no point s0.Cr, if the rays do intersect
at some point

1a

, although the vectors Vo, V,,... V„ will be

parallel, it may not be true that one of them has modulus equal to
the sum of the moduli of the others*

For n>3, it is the genef^l

caee that there bo no position for the point E0*

The proof of this

is as follows*
A necessary condition that the points sc, z,
exceptional configuration is that
V, /Vc ,

Vz/V

,....

\/\9

be real.

zn

form an

9

V,*

Since

are real.

V, + ... ♦ Vw«= G# V*/V#will be real if the other quotients
The independent conditions then are that V,/V , V /V ,«•

1? /V0 are real.
verify.

That these conditions are independent is easy to

Let

i^ } j = C,l,2s*..n«

Each of the conditions

above gives an equation in the quantities x0, x,
of the fora

__

x^# y0, y(

y^,

__

\/\ •

yv„.

There are (n-1) equations in the (2n+2) quantities, x^ and

.If

2n of the quantities are chosen beforehand, leaving only xQ and y©
to be determined# x a andy0 %?ill have to satisfy (n-1) equations,
which in general we have no right to expect them to do.

Thus if

31, gj.#*. * z* are preassigned, there will be in, general no point
such that
1.41
occurs,

z0,

z0

2, ,. .. zvi form an exceptional configuration.

When a » 3, the exception to the previous discussion

x o and

y0

have to satisfy two equations, which in general

we have.a right to expect.
Its study leads

to an

This case merits special consideration.

interesting, result concerning the nature of

the exceptional configuration.
Thfloraiin

For four points, the exceptional configuration occurs

when one of the points is the intersection of the altitudes of the
triangle with vertieea at the other three points.
Let 2i, zv* ss k® given, and for the sake of simplicity, let
z, and

zx

be on the real axis.

If they are not so, they can be

made so by a suitable change of axes.

sQ is desired so that

The system of equations to be solved is
«•!* U<>2* «03* A

Uoi

« 0.

- A *» — u31.

UOJ>

* A

a - U3Z~TT.

UOJ - A

a «* U3Z - U3( + kTT*

The solution of these equations is
A

» u3, + u32/-(k-l)^f.

Uol “ Ujj,**(k~l)-^-»
Upj** Uj, "(k+l)^«

U033 (k*frl)-^.
For k=0, the rays det©rained by u01, uol, uoJ, are the altitudes of
the triangle zlz2s31 which intersect at a point z0,

For fc*l» the

rays determined are parallel to the sides of the triangle, which
do not intersect at a single point,

There is then a single point

So determined such that the vectors Vo,

V,

, Vz, V3 , are parallel.

It remains to show that one of the vectors differs in sense from
the other throe*

This is readily seen to be the case.

For ex¬

ample in Fig. 3(a),

Arg. 2/V„» Arg. (z„-z, )(s<>-zJ(z„-%) a (ta^* u3-J).
Arg. l/V,= Arg. (z, ~OU, -**.){%, -^) « («^

U

3,”X^

+

~FT*

Arg. l/vz= Arg. (^.K^.Kvs) =(u3+ Uj-f.) +TT*

Arg. 3/Vjs* Arg. (zs-z0)(zJ-2, )(z3-zj =>(^+ u3«y) +TT.
Vo is directed oppositely from V,, Vz5 and V3, and the points
s0, z,, sz9 s3, are a special configuration.
gives a similar result.

The use of Fig* 3(b)

This proves the theorem.

The excep¬

tional point za does not exist when the three given points lie on
a line.

In this case, the intersection of the altitudes has

moved out to infinity.

If the three points form a right triangle,

11

the point determined by these equations coincides with one of the
given points, and no exceptional point

za

is possible.

The result

of this section imy be stated clearly as follows*
Theorem: The leraniscates of degree42 through three points* 2iyzz,z ,
pass through every point in the plane except the orthocenter of
the three points when it is distinct from them,
1*5

It might be thought possible that for n>3, there are no

exceptional configurations}

that is, that through any (n+1) points

a lemniscate of degree (n-1) or less can be passed.

This, however,

can be disproved by examples, several of which will be given*

Fig* 4(a) represents a configuration of five points
through which no lemniscate of degree three or less can be passed,
V, ♦ Vx, Vj» VA , have arguments 0 and Va has argument TT* This is

Fig* 4(b) represents six points through which no lemniscate
of degree four oS* ,3© as can be obtained* The arguments of

% * Vz , V3 , VA, \ 9 are TT , and that of Vt is 0 * Examples are
available of sets of seven points which are exceptional* The
geometry of these configurations is not simple, and no general
results have been obtained concerning their properties,
1.6 Let us consider (n+1) points which do not form an
exceptional configuration and which are not such that the figure
J is composed of a straight line. This is in general the case
for (n+1) points. The figure J is then an actual polygon, and
the sides may be reorientated* A convenient method of reorien¬
tation is to reflect

in the real axis. This is obtained by

selecting
vt/v,» v.-T/v, *v=~vA„.

Then WiVA ?$■ is the reflection of Vxl In. the real axis* Also
WoV0* w.V, * WjV^*••****♦ w„Vn **

%+ Tt * !£+,..♦ \ ■ 0*
This choice of WA. causes the figure to close, but is not a rigid
rotation. This method, applied to the ease of three points, gives
the equation of the circle through the three point a ( see sec. 1.21 )
In this case, the polynomial F(s) is
F(s) "

Co

♦

*• Eo),

when Wo, w, , w2, sire chosen so as to make the term of second degree
vanish.
Co

c

s

»

w0 “ Vo/V0 *

wo
2„- 3.

©JO

♦

w.
ZZo

«

%/Vo

+

So“ *»

vT A*_«
S,“ So

constant term in P(s) is C0 - C, z0» This reduces to

13

a,
*

zV
*
t
0

2 a
t O

VI* z0 z12V

*

The coefflciant of the linear tom in P(a) is

C,

* S0Vo 4- s, V, + 2-,

The equation of the circle through the three points is

z(&oVo+ z, V, 4- s^} 4- (a,

sxZo¥

*

1*

This method# applied to (a+l) points# a0,s,#.«.92„, gives a
lemniscate*

J

P(a)|» I# through the points# where P(s) has coeffi¬

cients which are symmetric functions of z0,2,

1,7

After a lemniseat© of degree

(n-1)

through (p^l) points by closing the figure

31

has been obtained
# the flexibility of

the figure is in general not exhausted.

Fig. 5,
As stated in section 1.2# there is an (n~2) parameter family
of the lemniscates of degree (n**l) through the points*
meters may be regarded as being w,#w2 #•»♦#\ *

The para¬

This family of

lemniscates sweepsout a certain portion of the plane as the para¬
meters vary*

The question naturally arises as to the possibility

of choosing the lemniscate so as to pass through another given
point# zhHj that is# the possibility that tho family of lemniscates

fills up

the whole piano.

achieved.

The solution to this problem has not been

However# some information concerning the behavior of

this fsadly is available.

If -wo is kept equal to one, there are values for w,,wt*
closing the figure with w i very close to one*
correspond to a very slight displacement of
Fig* 5*
all

mi

3*

These values

a3 illustrated in

The coefficients, Ci ,Cx,.*,Cn, which are all zero for
equal to one* are very near to zero for all

to one*

mi

very near

The polynomial P(z) has its constant coefficient one and

its other coefficients very small, from which it fellows that the
roots of P(z) are very large, or that the lemniscate is a very
extensive one*

As the parameters, w, ,Wj_,*..*,w ^ approach one,

the poles of the lesniscate determined approach infinity and the
lemaiseate sweeps out an area which extends toward infinity*
Th© possibility of passing a leraniscate through an extra
point, znt? may be considered in the following nnnners
Consider the two sets of

z,

,zt,..«,zBt«

.(ml)

points, s0,3, ,*..**,z„, and

To obtain a lemniscate of degree (n-1) through the

first set of points, a set of values, w*,w, ,#*.,wn, must be
found which will reorientate a figure

&

and close it.

To obtain

such a lemniscate through the second set of points, a set of values,

* /
/
w, *w^***.*.iW ^ ar© to ba
second figure,
and

h' i

S'/ •

found

which

raorieisfcaie

aud close a

If the seme set of w*s can be used to close

that is, if

■ ; W,W W, , W » w‘,**.»***, «■» ®’,
1

*

h

are possible, then the two lemsiscstes determined are the same.
The two polynomials of degree (n-1) or less determined have the
same value at the a points, z, ,3^,, and are identical.

This

is a criterion for th© problem, although net a very usable one*

If

this

can

be done for the (n*2) points, it is still possible

that the flexibility of the figure is hot exhausted*

There are

(n-2) parameters at oup disposal, and this additional point nay
impose only one condition upon them*

Other additional points may

be treated in an exactly similar manner*

It is to be expected

that (n-2) extra points my be required to fix the parameters and
the figure

3?

•

The maximum number of points through which on©

can reasonably hope to pass a lemniscate of degree (n-1) is (2n-l)
If there are only four points, there is a on© parameter
family oflemniscates of degree two through them.

Onto can expect

in general, then, to be able to pass such a lemniscato through at
most one additional point*

There exist examples of sots of five

points through which no lemniscate of degree

L

2 can be passed,

although the set contains no exceptional four point configuration.
Such a one is Fig* 4(a).

Through that particular configuration,

not even a lemniscate of degree hthree can be passed.
The problem which has been discussed in Part I of this
paper is a simple one to state and to interpret*
solution is obvious*

That it has a

Reducing it to a study of the closing of

linkages offers a tool with which tc attack it*

The study of

the behavior of the linkages, and the geometry of tbs configura¬
tions which arise are not simple, and the results obtained are
not as concise and complete as could be hoped for*

The results ,

however, do point out some essential features of the problem, and
give suggestions as to the nature of the complete solution*

Part II
A second topic of interest to be discussed is the family of
lemniscates obtained by iterating a polynomial.
2*1

A lemniscate may be considered as generated in the follow¬

ing manners

Let P(z) be a polynomial of degree n, and set
P(z) “At

For each value of

A

A

a

parameter.

there correspond n values of z.
\

describe a circle in the complex plane; A
the lemniscate, Jp(z)| = JJ- .

w

Allow A to

» then z describes

Allow A , instead of describing

a circle, to describe another lemniscate, jQ(z)f

=Jl .

In this

case, z also describes a lemniscate; namely, | Q(P(z)5(=* Ji
new lemniscate may be obtained by allowing

•

h.

A to describe this

lemniscate, but the most interesting results may be obtained by
using the same polynomial successively.
2.2

Let the circle,Ay/ 6** » be called the lemniscate (0).

The lemniscate (1) is given by
P(z) « I?(z) »

A

•

The lemniscate (2) is obtained by allowing the parameter to
trace (1);

it is
P(F(z)) » P^z) =A *

The lemniscate (s) is obtained by allowing the parameter to des¬
cribe the lemniscate (s-1), and it is given by the equation
P(P(z)) = Ps(z) = A *
The function J£(z) is the function F{s) iterated s times.
this iterative manner, the family of lemniscates,
(1) P,(z) “

A

9

(2) P£z) = A *
(s)

P(z) » A »

In

17

are determined.

The degrees of these lemniseates are a, xt,, .n ,

respectively.
The poles of all these lemi&scatos are easily round.

Let

{.z| be the poles of the lemniscate (1); {V^'\ are the roots of P(z).
The roots of P^z) »Pl{E(a))- are then the roots of P(s)
these roots be denoted by ^z^.

Let

Similarly, the roots, jz”’j, of

Ps(z) = P(P(z)) are the roots of P(z)

Since the poles of

any one of the lemniseates are obtained by solving P(z) » const.,
it is evident that the sets of poles for the lemniseates (1),
(2),...,(s), all have the same centroid*
2*3

In general, a pole of one lemniscate will not be a pole

of the following one*

Suppose that Ij’(z) and

PKTI(S)

have a root in

comoon, and let that root be c< .

£(«0

a

0

*

- 0.
Pj*) *

- HO) =0.

The polynomial P(z) must have a root at the origin.

Consider now

any lemniscate (r) of the family with the pole 8 .
*

HHM

*

H°)

*

0*

The pole

&

belongs to every lemniscate following (r).

Theorem;

If P(s) has a root at the origin, every pole of any

lemniscate of the family is also a pole of every succeeding lemniscate of the family.
A more general theorem than this is possible.
the lemniseates (k) and (k+i) have a pole ck in

?(«) = 0.

n>> = 0.

Suppose that

soEsaon.

Then

18

?«(<*) » £(%(*) - P(o) » o.
Hence* the polynomial J^(z) has a root at the origin*
lemniscate (r) with pole B

Consider the

,

£*(£) ** £<£(*)) « #Q) - 0.
The lemniscate (r+t) also has 0

for a pole*

in general* every

pole of any lemniscate will also bo a pole of the t*ih, 2t*th,...
leamiseates following.

If none of tho polynomials ]|(z) has a

root at th© origin* no two of the lemniseates will have a common
pole.
2,4

Seme interesting relations exist between the roots of

the derivatives of the successive polynomials*

As previously

mentioned* it is at these points that the leumiscatos can have
multiple points.

Such a point is called a critical point of

the polynomial and a multiple point of the lemniscate, provided
the curve passes through the point.

Since

§(*)«p(£,(s))«Pstn*))*
P(z) * P(Ps.f(a))Ps^(s) = Psl(P(s))P(z).
/

Consider first the first given form of P(z).

i

.The roots of

i

I|(s) are those of P(PS.,(2}) plus ,those ofP9_,(z).

It is seen that

a critical point of on© polynomial is a critical point .of all
succeeding polynomials.
/

Let

be the roots of P(s}.

Then the

„ to

roots of P(^_((a}) are the roots of ^,{z) * si ,

These roots my

be calculated in the same manner as were the roots of ^(z) =* 0.
The roots,

« of P(s) = W may be computed. .The roots, \

of ^(a) = V.0> are those of P(z) =

The roots,^of

Pc (a) «= ^are,those of P(z) = f/^.Th© roots of P'(z), then, are
O’l

the point a {iT}

* as a simple induction makes apparent.

This

is obviously true for s » 1, and since the roots of J^,(z)

are those of I|(z) plus those of J^(z) = 5.T , namely the fact
is proved.
From an examination of the, second form given for l|(z)» it a
«

i

roots are seen to be those of P(z) plus those of Ps(p(z)).
latter are the roots of P(z) « "2* , where
of Ps'(a)*

\1;

j

These

are the zeros

These are merely the points into which the zeros of

p* (2) are transformed by the transformation generating the lentniscate*

The roots of ]|(z} my be regarded from either of these

two viewpoints.
A considerable theory can be developed concerning the roots
and critical points of these polynomials,

but this is a problem

in the iteration of a polynomial, and not essentialy a problem in
lemniscates.

A

rather wordy discussion is required to explain

the behavior of these various leaniseates with respect to the
poles and critical points, but a single example demonstrates these
things very well and illustrates the theory just developed.
2#5

Consider the special polynomial, P(z) = zl~l.

of P(z) are 1 and -1.

The root of P(z) is

\ -o

.

The roots

P(c) « -1.

P(P(0)) « 0, and a pole of one of these lemniscates appears as a
pole of alternate lemniscates following it.

As previously dis¬

cussed, the roots of ^(z) are the point / and the roots of
P(z) »]: , %(z) a* £

P(s) = f .

Since f * 0, these are

just the poles of all the lemniscates proceeding (a).

The mul¬

tiple points of any lemniscate then ore the poles of the proceed¬
ing lemniscates.
The lemniscates

1

will be considered*

The

20

roots of ^(z).

If

is such a root* ^ is also a root of J|.,(s),

as was indicated in the proceeding paragraph. 3=(*}) ~
p(0) « -1*

9

5 “

then, is on the lemniscat© \^(z)\- 1* Since the

lemaiscate goes through all its possible multiple points, it is
composed of a single connected piece* Several of these lemniscates
are illustrated in Fig* 6. By continuing this process of iterating
the function

1, or by choosing oths* polynomials to iterate,

a wide variety of lesaniscates may be obtained*

Fig» 6*

Part III
3*1

The last property ©f lemaiscates to be discussed in

this paper is the fact that any simple, closed, analytic curve
can bo approximated as closely as desired with a lenniocate.
Hilbert* proved the approximation property in this forms
given a simple, closed, analytic curve C» and given a number
there exists a lemniscate consisting of a simple, closed
curve, exterior to C and lying in the band swept out by the
circles of radius

and center on the curve C,.

Walsh and Russell** extended this theorem to include the
approximation to several mutually exterior curves simultaneously
with the same lemniscata.

In each case the poles of the approxi¬

mating lemniscate are shown to lie on the curve G.

The proof of

these theorems depends on the use of the theory of the logarithmic
potential,
3,2

A different kind of approximation from that mentioned

above can be obtained*

We shall prove that any simple, closed,

analytic curve can be approximated with a portion of a lemniscate
with only one pole interior to it.

The proof, however, is not to

b© considered complete, for it will be assumed that a function
analytic in a domain D my be expressed as a convergent series of
polynomials in D.
proved here*

This is true, of course, but will not be

A proof can be given which depends on the theorem

of Hilbsrt mentioned above.
Let C be a closed, simple, analytic curve.

Let G/be another

*Hilbert (Gottinger Wachiricfaten, 1897, pp. 63-70),
**Walsh and Russell (Trans, Amer. Math. Soc., Vol. 36, 1934,
pp. 1S-28).

such curve interior to C and contained in the band swept out by
the circles of radius

and center on C* From the theory of

conformal mapping, it is well known that there exists a function
, analytic interior to G and on its boundary* and mapping
C and its interion on the unit circle and its interior. Ibis
function can be chosen 00 as to carry any desired point 0 interior
to G into the origin. Let G^be chosen close enough to C that it
/
maps on a curve K outside the circle of radius one-half concen¬
tric with the unit circle. Then on G /9

X < INI 4 l-£ i'

O * e.

it

/

Choose a simple, closed curve C exterior to G but interior to G »
so that

I {mj Y

!-

on

e'

C"i

..

The function pi) may be expanded in a series of polynomials con¬
verging uniformly to ftt) in any closed region interior to C. By
using enough terms of the series* a polynomial P(s) can be found
such that

jpiv-ftvl
interior to and on

On C

%

c". Consider the

I P<*\
I pm | >

On C * | pa) |

4

L

/

locus Z"7;

e-J-e.
~

X

'

If 1 -ip-n >i~

e USzS.
+

| f| * IP'H

L

*

/-

pc
z.

■" I '

■

The locus p is a lemaiscate. By the continuity of P(z), it is
seen that any continuous arc from C to C cuts the locus. The
locus does not cut G or C.

In the strip between C and C * >

and so there is no root of P(s) there. The locus consists* then,
«
•»
of a simple, closed curve, exterior to G and interior to G. This

23

is the approximating lecmiscat©. to the carve C«
On the carve C% we have

..|fra| > /prE)-f^)|
By the theorem of Rouch%
the seme masher of zeros interior to
root interior to F *

and
G"*

P(Z)

-

Pd.)

have

then has only on©

This completes the proof*

Conclusion
The three topics discussed in this paper have little in
common except their subject*

There is not one compact body of

material* with a definite objective and a definite solution*
but a treatment of various problems which arise in connection
with the study of the properties of leaaiscates*

Intuitive*

geometric, and analytic methods of proof were used.

Altogether,

the nature of the contents justify calling it Topics in the
theory of lemniscates*

